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A B S T R A C T   

Diagnosis of ageing error is critical to the proper interpretation of age data used in fisheries science and man-
agement. However, the influence of sample size and number of age classes on the characterization of ageing error 
has not been thoroughly evaluated. We conducted a simulation study of ageing error diagnostics for paired-age 
comparisons across 648 scenarios differing in 1) number of age classes, 2) total number of samples aged, 3) trend 
in sample size by age, and 4) magnitude and type of imprecision and bias. Imprecision was identified by 
comparing average coefficient of variation (ACV) with two common thresholds. Bias was evaluated using 
maximally (McNemar’s), diagonally (Evans & Hoenig), and unpooled tests of symmetry (Bowker’s). Imprecision 
was identified less frequently at low to moderate (x=6% of runs) levels of random vs high (x=55% of runs) error, 
and ACV was artificially inflated in the presence of bias. McNemar’s and Evans & Hoenig bias tests outperformed 
Bowker’s (x=4% vs 29% false positives), particularly at large sample sizes, and its use is strongly discouraged. 
This study can help guide the interpretation of ageing error studies and their products (e.g., ageing error 
matrices) used to inform stock assessment and management.   

1. Introduction 

The age of many fish can be determined by the examination of pe-
riodic growth increments in certain calcified structures, typically oto-
liths, scales, vertebrae, or spines (Anon, 2019). Fish age data collected 
from both fishery-dependent and fishery-independent sources can be 
used to characterize species life histories and inform the estimation of 
population dynamics (Fournier and Archibald, 1982; Quinn and Deriso, 
1999). The majority of stock assessment models worldwide incorporate 
age structure (Ricard et al., 2012), and the resulting stock status and 
catch limit advice often rely on the use of catch-at-age data (Maunder 
and Punt, 2013; Methot and Wetzel, 2013). The ability to adequately 
detect and characterize ageing error is critical to informing the proper 
interpretation of age data used in fisheries stock assessments and man-
agement (Dorval et al., 2013; Punt et al., 2008). Ageing error matrices 
are often incorporated in stock assessment models to account for un-
certainty in the catch-at-age data used to inform estimation of recruit-
ment and overall age composition (Punt et al., 2008; Thorson et al., 
2012). However, subsequent advice provided to fisheries managers from 
assessments that rely upon catch-at-age data can be highly uncertain and 

overly optimistic if error in age estimates is not properly identified and 
addressed (Beamish and McFarlane, 1995; Henríquez et al., 2016; 
Maunder and Piner, 2015; Reeves, 2003). 

Best practices employed by ageing laboratories involve regular 
evaluation of ageing error, including accuracy (age estimates compared 
with true ages), precision (repeatability of age estimates), and bias 
studies (systematic error in age estimates; Campana et al., 1995; Mor-
ison et al., 2005). Adequate detection and characterization of ageing 
error is an essential component of providing age data for stock assess-
ments and improving ageing laboratory performance through reference 
collection exchanges, workshops, training exercises, and routine QA/QC 
efforts. Thus, a suite of diagnostics has been developed to quantify ac-
curacy, precision, and bias in estimated ages (McBride, 2015; Anon, 
2019). Ageing laboratories routinely conduct visual inspection of their 
data in a variety of ways, including examination of age-bias plots and 
age frequency tables (Campana et al., 1995). Descriptive statistics and 
simple statistical tests are routinely calculated to provide a quantitative 
measure of accuracy and precision (Campana et al., 1995; Lai et al., 
1996; Anon, 2019). Common measures of precision used in ageing error 
studies are average percent error (APE; Beamish and Fournier, 1981) 
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and average coefficient of variation (ACV; Chang, 1982). Although there 
are numerous ways to examine and interpret these measures (Kimura 
and Anderl, 2005), many ageing laboratories characterize precision by 
comparing APE and ACV to a threshold representing a maximum 
acceptable level of imprecision (McBride, 2015). Although this impre-
cision threshold varies among laboratories, many use an ACV of seven 
(equivalent to APE of five for paired ages) or ten. 

Many laboratories also use tests of symmetry to detect bias (Cailliet 
et al., 2006; Elzey et al., 2015; Liao et al., 2019; Matta and Kimura, 
2012; Sutherland, 2020; Anon, 2019). Such tests diagnose bias by 
detecting asymmetry in the distribution of disagreements between 
paired-age comparisons (McBride, 2015). Common tests of symmetry 
include McNemar’s maximally pooled (McNemar, 1947), Evans & 
Hoenig’s diagonally pooled (Evans and Hoenig, 1998), and Bowker’s 
unpooled (Bowker, 1948) tests of symmetry, which differ in their 
methods for combining elements along the off diagonals of the paired 
comparisons contingency table (see McBride, 2015 Supplementary 
Materials for a thorough review of bias testing methods). 

McBride (2015) conducted a simulation study to compare the char-
acterization of ageing error by different diagnostics when presented 
with paired ages that differed in the amount of random and systematic 
error. In McBride’s study, combinations of different types of error (both 
imprecision and bias) were applied to samples of five fish (ten in a 
smaller subset of tests) spanning 20 age classes. The ability of tests of 
symmetry to detect bias when present was evaluated and the magnitude 
of precision measures (APE and ACV) relative to imprecision thresholds 
was characterized. McBride thoroughly assessed these diagnostics; 
however, his conclusions were limited to the scenarios of five and ten 
samples aged uniformly across all age classes for a fish that lived 20 
years. The question of how larger sample sizes, trends in sample size by 
age (e.g., decreasing sampling at older ages), and number of age classes 
in the population might affect characterization of ageing error was not 
explored. The influence of number of samples and trends in sample size 
on the performance of tests of symmetry has been discussed in the 
literature, but not simulation-tested across a wide range of sample sizes 
(Evans and Hoenig, 1998; McBride, 2015). Also, longevity of a species 
may impact the ability to characterize ageing error; for example, gath-
ering adequate sample sizes per age class to reliably detect ageing error 
can be challenging for long-lived species and for age classes that are not 
vulnerable to fishing or sampling gear. If the potential to diagnose 
ageing error changes with age and sample size, biases can be introduced 
into the catch-at-age matrix, ageing error matrices, and life history es-
timates such as maturity-, weight-, length-, and mortality-at-age. 

We expanded upon the simulation study of McBride (2015) to more 
broadly examine the impact of number of age classes and sample size on 
the interpretation of ageing error diagnostics in paired-age comparisons. 
Our objectives were to determine how sample size, trend in sample size, 
and number of age classes affect:  

1) characterization of imprecision given the magnitude of ACV relative 
to alternative thresholds, and  

2) relative performance of tests of symmetry in their ability to detect 
different types of systematic bias 

across a range of random error levels. This simulation study aims to 
enhance our understanding of how common ageing error diagnostics 
should be interpreted in light of a wide range of ageing error and data 
collection scenarios for fish with different maximum ages. 

2. Materials and methods 

We characterized the influence of sample size, sample size trend by 
age, and number of age classes on the diagnosis of ageing error in paired- 
age comparisons by conducting a simulation study in R Version 4.1.0 (R 
Core Team, 2020) with ageing error diagnostics provided by the FSA 
package Version 0.8.32 (Ogle et al., 2021). We generated data sets of 

known ages for 54 different sampling scenarios to which 12 error sce-
narios were applied to generate a set of estimated ages (Fig. 1). Ageing 
error was then characterized by comparing ACV to imprecision thresh-
olds and by performing tests of symmetry. 

Known-age data sets differed with regard to 1) number of age classes 
(three scenarios), 2) total sample size (six scenarios), and 3) sample size 
trend by age (three scenarios). Three alternative scenarios for number of 
age classes were explored representing short-, medium-, and long-lived 
fish with maximum ages of 5, 20, or 50, respectively. Known-age sets 
were created that contained five samples of known ages uniformly 
distributed across all age classes for each of the maximum age scenarios 
with total sample sizes of 25, 100, and 250, respectively. To examine the 
impact of total sample size, five additional scenarios were explored for 
each number of ages such that the base number of samples (n = 5) was 
multiplied by a factor of 2, 5, 10, 20, or 40 per age class, representing a 
100–3900% increase. Thus, the total number of samples ranged from 25 
to 1000 for the maximum age-5 scenario, 100–4000 for the maximum 
age-20 scenario, and 250–10,000 for the maximum age-50 scenario. 
These scenarios were chosen because, while most stocks are minimally 
sampled near the low end of these sampling ranges, several high-profile 
stocks such as Gulf menhaden (Brevoortia patronus; SEDAR, 2018), Sa-
blefish (Anoplopoma fimbria; Table 3.8; Goethel et al., 2020), and 
Atlantic Herring (Clupea harengus; Table A1–6; Northeast Fisheries Sci-
ence Center, 2012) are sampled near the middle to high end of these 
ranges. Simulating a wide range of sample sizes allowed us to provide 
more comprehensive advice across a wide range of sampling situations. 

To explore the impact of non-uniform collection of samples across all 
age classes for a given stock, we generated two alternative sample size 
trend scenarios in which the number of samples either decreased 
exponentially with age or peaked at the middle age. The declining trend 
in sample size with age mimicked an expected decrease in availability of 
older fish to sample if abundance declines exponentially with age. The 
peaked trend represented a common problem in which younger and 
older fish are not often encountered in the sampling program due to gear 
selectivity or lack of spatial overlap. For these trended scenarios, the 
total number of samples was kept the same as the uniform scenario, but 
the number of samples by age class varied (Fig. S1A). 

A set of estimated ages were simulated to generate a paired read with 
error for each of the 54 known-age data sets using three levels of 
imprecision and four types of bias as described in McBride (2015) for a 
total of 648 total scenarios (54 sampling scenarios × 12 error scenarios). 
Imprecision in the estimated age for each pair of reads (one known and 
one estimated) was simulated by adding to the known age a normally 
distributed error with a mean = 0 and coefficient of variation (CVs) of 
either 0.05, 0.10, or 0.15 times the known age (termed precision levels 
“CV5′′, “CV10′′, and “CV15′′, respectively). This approach assumes 
random ageing error increases with age. Bias scenarios included: 1) no 
bias, 2) persistent bias of true age with one additional year observed 
(termed “+1′′), 3) 10% underestimation of each age class in units of 
years (termed “− 10%”) to simulate increasing bias with age (i.e., 
under-ageing), and 4) both of the previous two bias patterns combined 
(adding one year followed by 10% underestimation) to simulate 
over-ageing younger fish and under-ageing older fish (Robillard et al., 
2009). Each of the 648 scenarios was repeated 1000 times (i.e., 1000 
runs; see Fig. S1B for example of resulting error patterns generated). 

To characterize ageing error for each run, we focused on ACV as a 
measure of precision and McNemar’s (McN), Evans & Hoenig (E&H), 
and Bowker’s (Bowk) tests of symmetry to diagnose bias because these 
tests are commonly used across most ageing laboratories around the 
world (Elzey et al., 2015; Liao et al., 2019; Matta and Kimura, 2012; 
Anon, 2019). ACV was calculated as: 

ACV = 100 ∗
1
n
∑n

j=1

sdj

xj
(1)  

where n was the number of times each fish was aged (n = 2), sdj was the 
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standard deviation for the age estimates of the jth fish, and xj was the 
mean age estimate of the jth fish (Chang, 1982). APE was not included 
because it is redundant with ACV, which is 41% higher when the 
number of reads is two (Campana, 2001; Chang, 1982; Kimura and 
Anderl, 2005). ACV values were then compared with two commonly 
used imprecision thresholds of ACV of seven and ten (Campana, 2001; 
McBride, 2015), and the percentage of runs greater than each threshold 
was tallied for each scenario. The percentage of P-values for each test of 
symmetry that exceeded the significance level of α = 0.05 was tallied for 
each run as well. 

One additional set of simulations was run to examine the impact of 
pairing a known age with an estimated age on the magnitude of ACV and 
the characterization of precision. To do this, we repeated our simula-
tions of random error by generating two estimated reads instead of just 
one, and calculated the resulting ACV for the two estimated ages. We 
then compared those ACV values with threshold values of seven and ten, 
as in our base set of simulations. This alternative simulation approach 
allowed us to explore the impact of number of age classes and sample 
size on ageing imprecision diagnostics when two read ages with error 
are evaluated. 

3. Results 

The number of age classes, total sample size, and trend in sample 
size, as well as the magnitude and type of ageing error simulated 
impacted the magnitude of ACV relative to imprecision thresholds and 
the ability of tests of symmetry to detect bias (Figs. 2 and 3). When 
interpreting Fig. 3, note that we expect bias to be detected based on 
chance alone for approximately 5% of the runs for each scenario given 
α = 0.05. A set of figures containing detailed simulation results for all 
648 scenarios can be found in Supplemental materials (Figs. S2–S5). 

3.1. Imprecision 

For scenarios in which random error was simulated without bias, 
mean ACV increased with increasing random error, and was higher for 
scenarios with peaked trends in sample size (Figs. S2–1–S2–9). As might 

be expected, ACV was higher in magnitude in our alternative simulation 
in which both reads in the pair were estimated (Fig. 4). 

The median response relative to a given threshold was not influenced 
by sample size, but the distribution of ACV did narrow with increasing 
sample size (Figs. S2–1–S2–9). Although not used to detect bias, ACV 
increased when both types of ageing error (both random error and bias) 
were simulated (Fig. 2B and C). Thus, the tendency for ACV to exceed 
imprecision thresholds (either seven or ten) increased with the total 
amount of error, both random and systematic. In our base simulations in 
which paired ages included one known age and one estimated age, 
imprecision was only identified using a threshold of seven at higher 
levels of random error (CV15) for scenarios in which bias was not pre-
sent (x = 20%; Fig. 2A). Imprecision was identified only rarely using a 
threshold of ten (x = 0.07%; Fig. 2A). However, in our alternate simu-
lation in which both ages being compared were estimated, imprecision 
was identified at thresholds of seven and ten for a greater percentage of 
runs (x = 46% and x = 23%, respectively; Fig. 4). Imprecision was less 
likely to be identified when the trend in sample size was decreasing. 

3.2. Bias 

McNemar’s and Evans & Hoenig tests of symmetry performed simi-
larly across a wide range of age class and sample size scenarios simu-
lated (Fig. 3B and C). The rate of false positive bias detection for 
McNemar’s and Evans & Hoenig tests (x=4%) was low and without 
pattern across all scenarios in which only random error was simulated 
(Fig. 3A). In contrast, Bowker’s test of symmetry generated a large 
number of false positives (x=29%) that indicated bias was present when 
it was not simulated, particularly when sample sizes were moderate to 
large (i.e., sample size multipliers of five and 20). 

All three tests of symmetry failed to detect bias in some situations 
depending on the type of bias simulated, the number of age classes, and 
the total number and trend in sample size with age (Fig. 3B and C). Also, 
all three tests of symmetry had trouble detecting the bias pattern with an 
underestimation of − 10%, particularly when the number of age classes 
and sample sizes were smaller. Bias was detected in almost all runs when 
present by both McNemar’s and Evans & Hoenig tests for scenarios in 

Fig. 1. Flowchart of simulation study steps and variable components. CV = coefficient of variation. Bias types included 10% underestimation of true age (− 10%), 
overestimation by one year (+1), and both types (Both). Average CV = ACV, and tests of symmetry included McNemar’s (McN), Evans & Hoenig (E&H), and 
Bowker’s (Bowk). 
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which error was applied by adding one year to the known age (+1). 
Bowker’s test failed to detect bias in a greater number of scenarios, 
particularly when sample sizes were low. At low levels of random error, 
rate of bias detection generally increased with the number of age classes 
and sample size (Fig. 3B). 

4. Discussion 

This study expands upon the work of McBride (2015) by highlighting 
the importance of considering the number of age classes, sample size, 
and trend in sample size when characterizing ageing error. Although 
sampling programs may be robustly designed, sample size targets are 
often not met due to various factors such as the realities of field work 
and sample preparation, fishery regulations, spatial movement of fish 
relative to the sampling program, and selectivity of the fishery or survey 
gear. Our simulations can be used by agers and assessment scientists to 
guide the selection and interpretation of ageing error diagnostics given 
the longevity (short-, medium-, long-lived) of the fish of interest and 
sampling levels and patterns achieved. For example, one might antici-
pate a greater chance of failing to detect bias when present for a species 
with approximately five age classes if the trend in sample size decreases 

with age or is peaked and overall sample size is small (Fig. 3B and C). 
ACV is often compared to an ad hoc threshold as a diagnostic tool for 

characterizing imprecision (Campana, 2001; McBride, 2015). We have 
demonstrated how this approach may not result in the detection of 
imprecision, when present, at low to moderate levels of random error (e. 
g., CV5 and CV10; Fig. 4). In particular, comparison of ACV with a 
threshold of seven or ten is less likely to identify imprecision when 
present if there are a small number of age classes and if the trend in 
sample size decreases with age (Fig. 4; Worthington et al., 1995). 
Improved detection of imprecision for longer-lived fish and the inability 
to detect imprecision with decreasing sample size at age is to be ex-
pected given we simulated ageing error that increased with age. For 
situations in which this is not the case, detection of imprecision using 
ACV ad hoc thresholds of seven and ten may be less reliable. In addition, 
we demonstrated how ACV is artificially inflated (Fig. 2B and C) in the 
presence of different types of bias (Campana, 2001). Given these chal-
lenges in interpreting ACV relative to an ad hoc threshold, we echo the 
recommendations of McBride (2015) in suggesting that precision met-
rics such as APE and ACV not be used as the sole or primary diagnostic of 
ageing error, but instead as a rough indicator of the presence of ageing 
error. Visualization of the data (e.g., age-bias plots) and tests for bias 

Fig. 2. Summary of average coefficient of 
variation (ACV) results for scenarios which 
simulated A) only random ageing error 
(imprecision), B) both random error with 
CV= 5 and three types of bias, and C) both 
random error with CV= 15 and three types of 
bias. Columns group results by 1) ACV, using 
thresholds for detecting imprecision of seven 
and ten as noted in parentheses, 2) trends in 
sample size (uniform, decreasing, and peaked), 
and 3) a subset of low, medium, and high 
sample size multipliers of 1, 5, and 20 simu-
lated. Rows group results by the number of age 
classes (“Max Age” of 5, 20, or 50). In A, pre-
cision levels indicate CVs used to generate 
random error of 5 (CV5), 10 (CV10), or 15 
(CV15). In B and C, bias types include over-
estimation by one year (+1), 10% underesti-
mation of true age (− 10%), and both types 
(Both). Each box contains the percentage of 
1000 runs for each scenario that were greater 
than the ACV imprecision threshold. Shading 
represents the percentage of 1000 runs in each 
of the following categories: 100% (black), > 5 
and < 100% (light gray), or ≤ 5% (white).   
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Fig. 3. Summary of bias diagnosis test results for scenarios which simulated A) only random ageing error (imprecision), B) both random error (CV=5) and three 
types of bias, and C) both random error (CV=15) and three types of bias. Columns group results by 1) test of symmetry, 2) trends in sample size (uniform, decreasing, 
and peaked), and 3) a subset of low, medium, and high sample size multipliers of 1, 5, and 20 simulated; McN = McNemar’s maximally pooled test, E&H = Evans & 
Hoenig’s diagonally pooled test, and Bowk = Bowker’s unpooled test. Rows group results by the number of age classes (“Max Age” of 5, 20, or 50). In A, precision 
levels indicate CVs used to generate random error of 5 (CV5), 10 (CV10), or 15 (CV15). In B and C, bias types include overestimation by on year (+1), 10% un-
derestimation of true age (− 10%), and both types (Both). Each box contains the percentage of 1000 runs for each scenario for which the p-value was less than 0.05. 
Shading represents the percentage of 1000 runs in each of the following categories: 100% (black), > 5 and < 100% (light gray), or ≤ 5% (white). 

Fig. 4. Summary of average coefficient of 
variation (ACV) results for an alternative 
simulation in which both ages in the pair were 
simulated with random error. Columns group 
results by 1) ACV, using thresholds for detect-
ing imprecision of seven and ten as noted in 
parentheses, 2) trends in sample size (uniform, 
decreasing, and peaked), and 3) a subset of low, 
medium, and high sample size multipliers of 1, 
5, and 20 simulated. Rows group results by the 
number of age classes (“Max Age” of 5, 20, or 
50). Precision levels indicate CVs used to 
generate random error of 5 (CV5), 10 (CV10), 
or 15 (CV15). Each box contains the percentage 
of 1000 runs for each scenario that were greater 
than the ACV imprecision threshold. Shading 
represents the percentage of 1000 runs in each 
of the following categories: 100% (black), > 5 

and < 100% (light gray), or ≤ 5% (white).   
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should always accompany the calculation of precision. 
Our simulations demonstrate the relative frequency with which 

precision thresholds of seven and ten would lead to the identification of 
imprecision in a variety of situations. The selection of an appropriate 
threshold for a given ageing error study should ultimately depend on the 
maximum level of imprecision acceptable given the intended use of the 
data in analyses or modeling efforts. Thus, the appropriate threshold for 
a given set of data will be situation-specific (Campana et al., 1995; 
McBride, 2015). Although there is no definitive threshold that can be 
objectively adopted for all situations (Campana, 2001), readers may use 
our results to guide their interpretation of ACV relative to their chosen 
threshold given the potential influence of sample size trend and number 
of ages (Figs. S2–1–S2–9). Note that increasing sample size serves pri-
marily to narrow the distribution of ACV simulated, but does not affect 
the median response relative to a given threshold (Figs. S2–1–S2–9). 

Tests of symmetry used to detect bias should be interpreted in light of 
their expected performance in similar age class and sample size sce-
narios. This study demonstrates that tests of symmetry have the poten-
tial to perform poorly at both low and high sample sizes (Figs. 2 and 3). 
Intuitively, most scientists expect that tests of symmetry may not detect 
ageing error (i.e., Type II error; fail to detect bias when present) if the 
number of samples per age class is low because the test would have low 
power (Evans and Hoenig, 1998; McHugh, 2013). However, in the case 
of high sample size, tests of symmetry may also perform poorly by falsely 
detecting the presence of bias when it is not present (i.e., Type I error; 
falsely detecting bias when it is not present). We demonstrated that large 
sample size is not always a guarantee of good diagnostic performance 
given tests of symmetry can generate “false positive” tests for bias, 
particularly when using Bowker’s unpooled approach (Figs. 3 and 5). 
Bowker’s test is highly sensitive and can result in a positive bias test even 
if only one pair of cells in a contingency table is sufficiently large 
(McBride, 2015). Although large samples sizes such as those simulated 
in this study are not typically achievable for fishery-independent sam-
pling programs due to resource limitations, they may pose a problem 
when interpreting fishery-dependent samples collected for several large 
and valuable fisheries such as Gulf Menhaden, Sablefish, and Atlantic 
Herring (see Introduction). One empirical example of this was the 
Atlantic menhaden (Brevortia tyrannus) ageing error study conducted by 
Schueller et al. (2021) in which McNemar’s and Evans & Hoenig’s test 
results for paired ages of Atlantic menhaden were not significant for 
annual and total samples, but Bowker’s test indicated bias. Large sample 
sizes, which were in the hundreds per age class, were high enough to 
trigger what is most likely a false positive Bowker’s test (28% of runs). 
Although the simulation study presented here identified some situations 

in which McNemar’s and Evans & Hoenig’s tests also generated false 
positives for bias, these tests did so far less often (<4% of runs) and at 
frequencies similar to what would be expected by chance given 
α = 0.05. Note that Bowker’s also performed poorly at low sample size 
in the presence of high amounts of random error (Fig. 3C). Given the 
superior performance of McNemar’s and Evans & Hoenig’s tests, these 
tests should be used to diagnose bias, and we strongly recommend that 
Bowker’s test not be used. The use of Bowker’s test in many circum-
stances could lead to unnecessary concern about ageing uncertainty and 
the possible rejection of unbiased ageing data at high sample sizes or the 
acceptance of biased data at low samples sizes, which could hinder the 
generation of informative science for management. 

Interpretation of the overall impacts of trend in sample size was 
complicated by the interaction of trend with number of age classes and 
total sample size; however, several general patterns emerged. First, 
mean ACV was generally lower for scenarios with decreasing sample size 
with age, making identification of imprecision less likely compared with 
uniform and peaked scenarios (Fig. 2A and Fig. 4). Also, the peaked 
trend in sample size interacted with the increase in total error when bias 
was present, resulting in less severe ACV inflation (Fig. 2B and C). 
Finally, tests of symmetry failed to identify the presence of bias more 
often for scenarios with peaked trends in sample size than uniform or 
decreasing trends. Peaked trends in sample size are quite common 
because younger fish are not susceptible to the fishing or sampling gear 
and older fish are fewer in number and less likely to be encountered; 
thus, ageing studies for these fish may fail to identify the presence of bias 
more often than fish with differing sample size patterns with age. 

We found that, when ageing error increases with age as simulated in 
our “− 10%” and “Both” (“− 10%” and “+1′′) scenarios (Fig. S1B), the 
resulting ageing error pattern is not reliably detected even by the best- 
performing diagnostic tests, McNemar’s and Evans & Hoenig (Fig. 3). 
All tests of symmetry had trouble detecting the − 10% bias pattern, 
particularly at a lower number of age classes and sample size. This result 
could be an artifact of our ageing error simulation approach given 
estimated ages that resulted in non-integer ages were rounded before 
diagnostic tests were run. 

If the intended use of age data is to inform age composition in a stock 
assessment model, then bias, not random error, is the most important 
problem to diagnose (Chang et al., 2019). Although the accuracy of 
stock assessment models is generally robust to random error, model 
performance is negatively impacted by biased age data (Fournier and 
Archibald, 1982). Thus, even though it has been suggested that target 
sample size should increase as ageing error increases (Richards et al., 
1992), there may be little benefit to increased sampling in some 

Fig. 5. Relationship between sample size (x-axis) and 
P-value for the Bowker’s unpooled test of symmetry (y- 
axis) for paired comparisons between known and read 
ages simulated with random error (imprecision) and 
different types of bias (+1 year, − 10%, Both Biases) for 
a fish that lives to age 20 and has no trend in sample 
size by age. Rows represent simulated imprecision 
levels generated using CVs of 5, 10, and 15 represented 
(CV5, CV10, and CV15, respectively). Columns repre-
sent alternative bias types. Red dashed line indicates 
P = 0.05.   
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situations, especially given that tests of symmetry perform reliably well 
at all but the lowest sample size categories in most of the age class and 
sample size/trend scenarios we simulated. Because decisions regarding 
sampling targets are often constrained by available resources, the goal of 
the ageing program should be carefully considered when evaluating 
tradeoffs between increased sample size and other aspects of fish stock 
monitoring and assessment. Note that, in our sample size scenarios, we 
do not make the distinction between how additional samples are 
collected (e.g., same or different trip), which could impact character-
ization of precision and the amount of additional independent infor-
mation provided to the assessment model. 

Our choice of how to simulate ageing error influenced interpretation 
of imprecision diagnostics. First, we chose to expand upon McBride’s 
(2015) study and generate ageing error by pairing a known age with an 
estimated age to simulate an age validation process. Thus, our study 
simulated the use of ageing error diagnostics in the case where the 
reference collection is composed of ages known without error (e.g., 
tagging study-based reference collections). Because one of the simulated 
ages was known, our results do not represent the imprecision normally 
encountered in most ageing studies that characterize the differences 
among two or more estimated ages. The alternative simulation (Fig. 4) 
with paired estimated ages represents ACV levels for situations in which 
age estimates are compared across readers or laboratories. Both ap-
proaches highlighted the importance of accounting for number of age 
classes and trend in sample size when interpreting ACV levels relative to 
a threshold. Also, we chose to simulate scenarios that included the same 
number of samples across all ages (uniform) for comparison with sce-
narios in which sample size decreased with age or peaked at the middle 
age in order to highlight the impact of a trend in sample size on ageing 
error characterization. Although an assumption of complete uniformity 
in sample size by age is not realistic, some programs come close to 
achieving similar sample sizes across ages for fish with a small number 
of age classes; thus the results of our uniform sample size simulations 
may be most useful in the case of a well-sampled, shorter-lived fish. 

Several important questions regarding the use and interpretation of 
ageing error diagnostics were beyond the scope of this paper, but would 
be important to pursue in future research. For example, this study was 
restricted to paired-age comparisons, but could be expanded to examine 
three or more reads from multiple readers or structures per fish; such a 
simulation study would allow for examination of other ageing error 
diagnostics such as sequential multinomial confidence intervals (Zar, 
2013) and multivariate Euclidean distance-based techniques (Wakefield 
et al., 2016). Furthermore, identification of ageing error is an important 
first step, but quantifying that error and incorporating it into stock as-
sessments (to the extent this is feasible in catch-at-age models) is also 
important (Clark, 2004; Punt et al., 2008; Richards et al., 1992). The 
impact of both random ageing error and bias on the accuracy of stock 
assessments is of utmost importance to sustainable fisheries manage-
ment. Although the impact of ageing error on age-based assessments has 
been examined previously, this research question could be expanded to 
include a wider range of bias scenarios as well as age class and sample 
size scenarios. 

Decisions regarding the utility of age estimates in ecological studies 
and stock assessments require a nuanced understanding of the way in 
which ageing error diagnostics are influenced by number of ages and 
sample size. This study should help facilitate communication between 
ageing experts and fisheries scientists who use age data when inter-
preting ageing error studies. Ageing error diagnostics are critically 
important for identifying within- and among-laboratory inconsistencies 
(Campana, 2001; Morison et al., 2005). When high imprecision or bias is 
identified, this study can be referenced to identify the potential impact 
of number of age classes and the sampling program under consideration. 
If substantial error is likely (i.e., diagnostics are reliable given the 
number of age classes and associated sample sizes), ageing experts can 
then work to pinpoint the problem and identify the solutions most likely 
to improve age estimates. Given sampling targets are often length-based, 

there will be differences between the general results from our simulation 
study and the actual sample sizes at age achieved in the field due to 
variability in the relationship between length and age. However, the 
overarching results of this simulation study can be used to more reliably 
interpret ageing error study results and the products generated (e.g., 
ageing error matrices), which are increasingly being used to inform 
stock assessment and management. 
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